Law enforcement in the United
INTRODUCTION
Race relations in the United States appear to have improved steadily over recent years, yet the divide between the Black community and law enforcement remains deep. 1 Survey after survey has shown that, on average, African Americans have much lower opinions of the police than do white Americans and consider the criminal justice system racially discriminatory and the police untrustworthy. 2 When viewed in light of the impact this system has had on the Black community, such cynicism is understandable. The statistics are well known, but jarring nonetheless. Approximately one out of every three young Black men is under the con-1. This Note adopts Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw's framework for discussing race, using "'African American' and 'Black' interchangeably," in addition to capitalizing Black, but not white. Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw, Race, Reform, and Retrenchment: Transformation and Legitimation in Antidiscrimination Law, 101 Harv. L. Rev. 1331, 1332 n.2 (1988); see also Neil Gotanda, A Critique of "Our Constitution is Color-Blind," 44 Stan. L. Rev. 1, 4 n.12 (1991) (articulating justification for employing this method of capitalization).
2. See generally Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Dep't of Justice, Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics (2000) [hereinafter Criminal Justice Sourcebook]. According to surveys compiled by the Department of Justice, 38% of Black respondents and 59% of white respondents rated their confidence in the police as a "great deal/quite a lot." Id. at 109. Thirty-two percent of Black respondents and 59% of white respondents rated "the honesty and ethical standards of police" as "high" or "very high" while 27% of Black respondents and 8% of white respondents rated it as "low/very low." Id. at 116. Similarly, 58% of Black respondents and 20% of white respondents stated that they thought the police do not "treat all races fairly," but "treat one or more of these groups unfairly." Id. at 119. Thirty-six percent of Black respondents, as compared with 14.5% of white respondents, answered that they were "sometimes afraid that the police will stop and arrest you when you are completely innocent." Id. 4 This state of affairs has become so flagrant that even many white Americans have become suspicious of the way the police treat African Americans. 5 The situation of law enforcement in this country is such that many in the Black community live with the daily fear of being stopped, arrested, or detained by the police. 6 Black parents counsel their children-particularly their sons-on how to behave if confronted by the police. 7 The resulting fear and alienation undermines any relationship Black communities have with the criminal justice system. Law enforcement depends on legitimacy both to compel civilian assistance in police work and as a means of inducing voluntary compliance with legal norms. 8 Police work-especially now, as we move towards community policing-depends on trust. 9 If a particular community feels alienated from the police, the police will be unable to do their job as effectively, given the extent to which "police depend heavily on the voluntary cooperation of While not meaning to marginalize the impact that racism in the criminal justice system has had on Black women, this Note concentrates on the situation of Black men in light of the disproportionate impact that discrimination in the criminal justice system has had upon them. Nonetheless, the arguments presented here also apply to the situation of Black women. Moreover, in discussing the connections drawn between race and criminality, Black women are "intrinsically linked to and implicated by this stereotype" as well as by the relationship of the Black community with the police. Katheryn K. Russell, The Racial Hoax as Crime: The Law as Affirmation, 71 Ind. L.J. 593, 599 n.40 (1996) . Blacks and 52% of whites believe police racism against Blacks is common); Julia VitulloMartin, Fairness, Justice Not Simply Black and White, Chi. Trib., Nov. 13, 1997, at 31 (citing poll showing that over 80% of Blacks and Hispanics, and 56% of whites, think police are "far more likely to harass and discriminate against Blacks than whites").
6. See Harris, Stories, Statistics, and Law, supra note 3, at 265-69, 273.
citizens to fight crime." 10 Due to the high levels of Black victimization, 11 inefficient and ineffective police work can be particularly devastating to minority communities. This cycle will not stop unless discriminatory patterns in law enforcement have been decreased or eliminated. This Note argues that eliminating the use of race in suspect descriptions provides one way to counter racial discrimination and promote greater legitimacy in law enforcement. The use of racial identity as a fixed and identifiable category has been challenged in many arenas and notions of racial identity have been altered, as reflected notably in the revision of categories for capturing information on race and ethnicity in the 2000 census. 12 These trends reflect a new recognition of multiracial identity as well as a social deconstruction of race by critical race theorists. 13 Even so, the changing notions of race thus far have had seemingly little effect on the use of racial identifiers in law enforcement for suspect descriptions. Law enforcement officers continue to use qualifiers such as "Black," "white," or "Hispanic" as defining characteristics to identify people; frequently however, race becomes not one of many characteristics, but instead the defining characteristic employed. 14 This Note suggests that law enforcement in the United States would benefit from eliminating the use of race in suspect descriptions, given that race has limited use as a physical descriptor, while being so deeply imbedded with social signifiers as to have discriminatory effects. Part I of this Note examines the use of race as a physical descriptor in light of the history of racial classification in the United States. Part II addresses the use of race and the impact of racism within the criminal justice system. Finally, Part III proposes development of a universal complexion chart to guide law enforcement as an alternative to using race. 10 . Fagan 15 Notions of racial superiority and whiteness-as well as the attendant struggle against such notions-have been an integral part of our social and political development. Beginning with the legal framework created in the English colonies, 16 and continuing with the Federal Constitution, 17 the United States' legal system has created and enforced legal definitions of racial identity. 18 These legal definitions served to define property rights in human persons, to delineate crimes associated with those property rights, and to regulate access to citizenship rights and the legal system more generally.
Racial identity in the United States, in contrast to the rest of the Americas, has been structured around "hypodescent," more commonly known as the "one-drop rule," to enforce the distinction between Black and white. 19 This arrangement assigns "persons with any black ances-15. This Note focuses primarily on Black-white racial issues. While the experiences of other minority groups are, of course, also significant, they implicate a unique set of issues and are beyond the scope of this Note. 16 20 This peculiar system of classification has never been employed in any other country or to any other racial group: The one-drop rule has applied exclusively to African Americans. 21 Early courts devised various means of defining whiteness in order to protect racial privilege, usually by enforcing the property rights of slaveholders and upholding social norms derived from those property rights. 22 In this setting, application of the one-drop rule entailed the definition of various percentages of "pure" white ancestry as confirmation of whiteness. 23 The last such "black blood" statute was repealed by the Louisiana legislature in 1983. 24 Race is no longer considered a legitimate basis for legal separation or for defining criminal acts. 25 facts, 33 but on mere social constructions. The concept of race and its application to individuals have been maintained as byproducts of a history of oppression, when they were used as tools to justify and enforce that oppression. 34 When that history of oppression loses its relevance and its tools are no longer necessary, we may stop seeing them with such force, as has happened with labels such as "Irish" and "Italian." In the meantime, it has become difficult to use race in any neutral, objective way. In all probability, these categories will continue to change in the future: In another hundred years, we may be unable to differentiate Black from other racial groups. Such a transformation currently seems unlikely given the significance of maintaining whiteness as a bastion of privilege 35 as well as the resonance Blackness now holds as a source of identity and pride. Nonetheless, in the future, those racial groups that now seem so clearly physically different may be considered as socially and physically nebulous as other groups once considered racially distinct. 36 Even today, it can be extremely difficult to distinguish someone's racial identity based on appearance alone, particularly as a member of another racial group. 37 To a certain extent, this confusion has been acknowledged with regard to groups such as "Hispanic." 38 Current events have illustrated how "Arab" or "Middle Eastern" can also be difficult to identify. 39 2003] THE COLOR OF CRIME 669 moments of racial confusion are only examples of the weaknesses of the racial classification system as a whole. For the purpose of this Note, it is important to highlight the problems inherent in the white/Black boundary, which appears so certain and paramount in most situations. In the United States, a person learns to see the white/Black division, in the sense that one is trained to differentiate between the two almost automatically. Those who grow up in this country are taught to immediately recognize whiteness and Blackness and instantly determine who "looks Black" or "looks white." 40 This process of differentiation occurs as a reflexive line drawing, similar to the instinctive tendency to ascertain a person's sex immediately upon meeting them so as to avoid any resulting discomfort in interacting with someone whose "classification" is uncertain. 41 Given our reliance on race as a physical descriptor, it can be hard to contemplate that these categories are mere arbitrarily drawn social distinctions. Nonetheless, the fact that individuals feel confident in distinguishing between Black and white does not indicate that these categories are useful or relevant. As scientist Jonathan Marks illustrates:
When asked to sort blocks of various sizes into large and small, a child can do so easily and replicably, but that is not a testimony to the existence of two kinds of blocks in the universe. It is a testament only to the ease with which distinctions can be imposed on gradients. 42 Likewise, the ability to differentiate based on race does not provide validation for the categories themselves. The concept of "looking white" or "looking Black," and its correlate, the use of "white" and "Black" as fundamental categories to establish identity, are fundamentally problematic given the degree to which the white and Black populations vary physically 43 43. This variation is due in part to the presence of "miscegenation" between the two populations as well as with other racial groups. See, e.g., Tom Morganthau, What Color is Black?, Newsweek, Feb. 13, 1995, at 64 ("What color is black? It is every conceivable shade and hue from tan to ebony."). 45 Given the amount of racial mixture in the United States, thousands of lighter-skinned African Americans are more similar in appearance to Caucasians than to darker-skinned African Americans. 46 If appearance, therefore, does not determine race, establishing who "looks Black" or "looks white" becomes all the more complicated. 47 Ultimately, the debate over suspect descriptions and racial profiling must address race as a social construct created and sustained through an evolving historical construct. 48 This particular history sets an important backdrop for the use of race as an identification technique, by creating a racial classification system in which Black becomes a broad category whose members may have little resemblance to one another. The tradition of hypodescent creates a troubling background to the use of naked racial phenotyping, while emphasizing the subjective nature of white/ Black markers. Moreover, the legacy of government classification based on involuntary categories makes phenotype usage particularly problematic; our fixation with Blackness should make us extremely reluctant to employ such overbroad and possibly pejorative classifications. 45. General consensus among theorists on the subject is that about 90% of African Americans have white ancestry, for an average of 25% white descent, while 25-50% of white Americans have Black ancestry, for an average of 5% Black descent. Michael Omi, Racial Identity and the State: The Dilemmas of Classification, 15 Law & Ineq. 7, 18 (1997). The Census Bureau illustrated the current limitations of the newly proposed census categories, pointing out that "75% percent [sic] of those who currently identify themselves as black could identify themselves as multiracial." Id. at 18. In light of these statistics and the historical realities they represent, the ideal of a multiracial identity seems even more problematic. The difference between multiracial and Black becomes the difference between having recently mixed ancestry and having historically mixed ancestry.
46 Police work currently depends on the use of race. The description of a criminal suspect, whether created by the victim, an eyewitness, or the police, always begins with race and gender. Law enforcement officials then use these characteristics to locate the suspect, to create lineups, and frequently to form the legal basis for a Terry stop or an arrest. The police typically use the racial designations white, Black, Hispanic, and Asian. 49 However, the use of hypodescent has created a Black population with such a large amount of variation as to render the use of these racial classifications of limited value in finding a suspect. Allowing an officer to designate one of four or five racial categories serves the same function as providing a box for the officer to check "over or under twenty three" or "over or under 5'6"." While making the distinction may be useful in limiting the applicable suspect pool, it relies on an arbitrarily drawn line.
Ultimately, use of such categorization only results in giving law enforcement officers broad powers to take into custody individuals whose physical characteristics vary widely from those of the alleged perpetrator. 50 In Choi v. Gaston, in the context of Asian as opposed to Black, Judge Noonan noted his concern about the danger of allowing the police such wide-ranging discretion: "To treat persons in this grouping as fungible when one of the group is a crime suspect would be to say that the police could arrest at will. A custom of treating 'all Asians' alike would be intolerable." 51 This Note maintains that considering all African Americans as interchangeable is similarly unacceptable.
Brown v. City of Oneonta, 52 one of the most recent cases on the issue, exemplifies the dangers of using race for suspect description. In Oneonta, the home of an elderly white woman was burglarized. 53 When the police arrived, she told them she could not identify the face of the assailant; the only description she could give was that he was a young Black man with a cut on his hand received in the course of the burglary. 54 56 The town of 10,000 had fewer than 300 Black residents, in addition to approximately 150 Black students; the police ultimately questioned more than 200 African Americans, but never apprehended a suspect. 57 As Oneonta shows, when race is used to describe criminal suspects, even if employed in conjunction with other descriptors, there is a risk that race will cease to be one characteristic employed among many and will become the sole characteristic upon which law enforcement relies. While the police were given a description with several qualifiers in Oneonta-(a) young, (b) Black, (c) male, (d) with a cut hand-they approached the investigation by considering only one factor: race. The police disregarded age altogether. Although the police generally limited the search to Black men, they also interrogated at least one woman. 58 While a photograph of all the Oneonta plaintiffs is not available, given the use of hypodescent, one may assume that there was a large disparity in appearance in the questioned suspects: in skin tone, as well as in other characteristics, such as height and weight. However, reliance on the use of Black as the central identifying characteristic enabled the police to take action without obtaining a more accurate description of the suspect. They then used this racial description as probable cause to stop every Black man in town. The police seized Oneonta plaintiffs based on nothing other than race, 59 or, as one columnist described it, for "breathing while black." 60 The police sweep at issue in Oneonta, while a recent and rather spectacular event, is not an isolated incident. In numerous circumstances, law enforcement officers have used dragnet-like activities to detain large groups of Black men. 61 63 Three months later, Stuart committed suicide. 64 After Stuart's death, the public learned that Stuart had committed the murder, shot both himself and his wife, and then blamed the crime on a fictitious Black man in a jogging suit. 65 In the meantime, the police swept through Boston, "stopping and searching black men more or less at random." 66 In the days following the shooting, the police undertook over 150 "stop and frisk" searches daily in nearby neighborhoods. 67 Newspaper columnists discussed the atmosphere of "universal suspicion" where "every black man in Boston" became a suspect. 68 Stuart's hoax, though eventually uncovered when his brother confessed Stuart's involvement, 69 shows how easily a limited suspect description can work to "trigger[] police invasions of Black communities." 70 The history of racial hoaxes serves to disprove Judge Walker's contention that, under circumstances as those in Oneonta, if "the search acting on suspect description of a "5-foot-10, 185-pound black male" ordered police "to stop every black man near a Northeast Baltimore bus stop"); Parish Police to Stop Blacks Routinely, Wash. Post, Dec. 3, 1986, at A6 (retelling statement by Louisiana sheriff that all "Blacks traveling in white neighborhoods" would be stopped were for a young white male, the impact would be reversed." 71 In the context of criminal hoaxes, the police have proven quick to target the whole of a minority community, but have not acted in that same manner against white communities. 72 On a less dramatic scale, while not rounding up large portions of a particular community, law enforcement officers have acted on suspect descriptions by stopping or arresting parties who have no resemblance to the description except for race. Some of these matters have been litigated, 73 while others have been recounted in the popular press. 74 In Washington v. Lambert, for example, the Ninth Circuit found civil rights violations when two men were detained based on suspect descriptions of "two African-American males, aged 20-30, one tall (6' to 6'2") and 150-170 pounds, and the other short (5'5" to 5'7") and 170-190 pounds." 75 
2003] THE COLOR OF CRIME 675 B. Limitations on Race as a Form of Physical Description
The use of race creates a dual problem of overbreadth and inappropriate narrowness. Overbreadth is created when the law enforcement officers pursue all persons of the same race despite the lack of other similarities. In Oneonta, this meant pursuing all the African Americans in town, despite differences in age, other physical characteristics, and even gender in one case. 78 The category Black enables, and even encourages, law enforcement agencies to consider all possible Black candidates, even if they look nothing like the suspect and have a completely different skin tone. 79 Simultaneously, the category remains overly restrictive. Given Black as a characteristic, the police will ignore all individuals in another racial category despite their similarities to the suspect. 80 Professor Banks articulated this dilemma by imagining a "swarthy white man" who would be ignored by the police pursuing a victim's Black, but light-skinned, suspect. 81 Notwithstanding, for purposes of efficient and accurate investigative work, an officer might be well advised to stop the "swarthy white man." 82 Overreliance on race increases the opportunity for a case of mistaken identity. Once a racial distinction is made, the police are unlikely to deviate from that classification, which could cause them to overlook the actual perpetrator. 83 This distinction will determine whom the police decide to question, what neighborhoods they investigate, which suspect pictures they distribute, and whom they put in the lineup. If, for example, an officer creates a lineup based solely on a Black suspect description, the resulting lineup suspects have a higher likelihood of having a great variation in skin color. 84 If several eyewitnesses then choose the pounds and 6'1" tall, based on description of "twenty year-old black male, weighing 160 pounds and 5'9" in height"); United States v. Collins, 532 F.2d 79, 81 (8th Cir. 1976) (upholding stop of single Black man in a "white over gold or brown" Cadillac based on description of three Black men in a "light brown" Cadillac).
78 only person who looks remotely like the suspect in skin color, they are more likely to all erroneously select the same person. 85 Use of Black as a racial descriptor can also pose problems later on for the defense counsel attempting to demonstrate her client's innocence: If all that the police recorded was Black, it becomes easier to charge another person despite a discrepancy in skin tone, and more difficult at trial for the defense to question the police or victim on whether the skin tone of the person charged differed from that of the identified perpetrator. 86 Additionally, the likelihood of a white police officer-and the majority of police officers are still white 87 -confusing a person of color with another person of color is also greater than the risk of the same officer confusing a white person with another white person, as "[p]eople are better at recognizing faces of their own race than faces of other races." 88 In general, eyewitness identification is subject to a "much greater possibility of error where the races are different than where they are the same." 89 Additionally, in the case of cross-racial identification, the risk of misidentification becomes greater "where the subject belongs to a minority group and the witness to a majority group than . . . in the opposite situation." 90 This difficulty in identification "is strongest and most consistent where Johnson discusses how "pretrial identification procedures are likely to be less fair for black defendants than for white defendants" given that the normally white "line-up and photo array constructors will produce fairer line-ups when the defendant is a member of their own race because they are more sensitive to similarities and dissimilarities among members of their own race." Id. at 949. This issue is particularly important as "[t]he more unfair the line-up or photo array, the greater the defendant's chance of being erroneously identified." Id. at 950. The use of the "photo-fit system" to create suspect composites also creates bias as "[b]oth white and black subjects [make] more accurate photo fits for whites than blacks." Id. This bias was partly explained by the fact that "the Afro-Asian kit contained fewer alternative facial features than the Caucasian kit," and that "the photo-fit system was originally developed for the reconstruction of white faces, which may have biased the manner in which the face is segmented and the features selected." Id. For an example of a biased photo array upheld in court, see United States v. Lewis, 565 F.2d 1248, 1250, 1253 (2d Cir. 1977) (finding photo array of ten Black males wearing eyeglasses showed "significant resemblance" and no error in failing to instruct on "dangers of photographic misidentification").
85 Leander Shaw, Jr., a Florida Supreme Court Justice, once remarked that:
Racism in the Criminal Justice System is like that crazy aunt in the attic. All the kids know she's there, but they know that it's taboo to talk about her outside of the family.
The kids all know that Aunt Hester is strange and does queer things, but . . . we try to justify it as an aberration or simple forgetfulness rather than admitting that Aunt Hester has a serious problem that's not going to improve until and unless it's recognized as a problem and given serious attention. 94 In the same vein, any discussion of race-based suspect descriptions needs to address the figurative aunt in the attic. Arguing that Black/white designates are racially neutral, purely physical descriptions obscures the potential for abuse. In such a vacuum, Oneonta becomes an aberration instead of an example of greater trends. Furthermore, without recognition of the legacy of discrimination in the criminal justice system, the potential for error can be dismissed as another neutral byproduct of police investigative procedures. Only when combined with the aunt in the attic does the importance of ceasing to use race-based suspect descriptions become apparent.
Given this legacy of discrimination, any chance of error becomes particularly pernicious when dealing with minority groups. While, hypothetically, mistakes could end up harming both whites and people of color, due to the structure of the criminal justice system, it is reasonable to expect that the burden resulting from abuse of the system will generally fall on people of color. 95 Given the racism perpetuated through the criminal justice system, a Black man (for example, one who was mistakenly appre- hended by the police and tried in court) has a greater chance of being found guilty and of being given a heavier sentence than a similarly situated white male victim of mistaken identity. 96 The use of race as a key indicator of personal identity also serves to further the conception of minorities as disproportionately criminal. The ostensibly innocuous practice of race-based suspect descriptors allows law enforcement officers and witnesses to claim (and usually believe) that they are not acting out of racist motives. 97 As a result, the subsequent targeting of minorities is not considered the result of discriminatory intent on the part of government actors, but instead a response to increased criminal activity by minority groups. 98 If suspect descriptions that focus attention on minorities are not racist, but a neutral byproduct of police investigation, they must originate from disproportionate amounts of criminal activity perpetrated by people of color. 99 These forces recreate the self-fulfilling prophecy already recognized with regard to racial profiling. 100 Professor Harris describes the self-fulfilling prophecy that occurs in relation to drug offenses:
Because police look for drugs primarily among African Americans and Latinos, they find a disproportionate number of them with contraband. Therefore, more minorities are arrested, prosecuted, convicted, and jailed, thus reinforcing the perception that drug trafficking is primarily a minority activity. This perception creates the profile that results in more stops of minority drivers. At the same time, white drivers receive far less police attention, many of the drug dealers and possessors among them 192 (1985) [hereinafter Johnson, Black Innocence] (citing study where whites who were told they were not racially prejudiced then treated Black panhandlers worse than whites who were told they were racially prejudiced).
98. This reasoning makes minority groups themselves seem the likely target. From here, one can quickly fall back into the conservative critique best articulated by Randall Kennedy. See generally Kennedy, supra note 18 (expressing idea that disproportionate R representation of minorities in criminal justice system is caused primarily by criminal activity by a segment of the Black population, not discriminatory treatment by the police); see also 2003] THE COLOR OF CRIME 679 go unapprehended, and the perception that whites commit fewer drug offenses than minorities is perpetuated. And so the cycle continues. 101 Due to police actions, nonwhite skin is seen as an indicator of criminality as well as a justifiable cause for police persecution. 102 Perception of criminality in minority populations then alters the general opinion of the public and affecting eyewitness testimony, already notoriously malleable and unreliable. 103 The connection between race and criminality can be so overwhelming as to influence an eyewitness's perception of the suspect's race, causing the eyewitness to overidentify suspects as Black. 104 These perceptions then increase acceptance of the use of race in both suspect descriptions and racial profiling because such use appears entirely rational. 105 Eliminating the use of race in suspect descriptions would decrease police discretion and limit the ability of racial stereotypes to impede law enforcement work: Police would still have the ability to utilize suspect descriptions as they saw fit, but would have to construct such descriptions out of a more narrowly construed framework. Professor Peller addresses how "[c]urbing discretion in police and judicial procedures would there-101. Id.; see also United States v. Harvey, 16 F.3d 109, 115 (6th Cir. 1994) (Keith, J., dissenting) ("African-Americans are more likely to be arrested because drug courier profiles reflect the erroneous assumption that one's race has a direct correlation to drug activity."). Knepper, supra note 34, at 97 (discussing how "victim preconceptions, or prejudices" can R affect determination of suspect's race, and that "victims overidentify black offenders"). Haber and Haber describe a study in which witnesses were shown a picture of two men, one holding a knife, and then were asked to describe the scene. Ralph Norman Haber & Lyn Haber, Experiencing, Remembering and Reporting Events, Psychol. Pub. Pol. & L. 1057, 1063 (2000). When the men "were of the same race, nearly all witnesses correctly described . . . who held the knife" as well as other pertinent details. Id. On the other hand, if one man was Black and one White, most witnesses (Black and White alike) reported that the Black man held the knife even when it was held by the White man. . . . All of the witnesses stated that they believed that crimes were more likely to be committed by Blacks than by Whites. The results suggest that eyewitnesses sometimes encode and remember the event so as to be consistent with their beliefs rather than the way it actually happened. Id.
105. See Knepper, supra note 34, at 96-98.
and Hispanics (5.0%) were more likely than whites (2.5%) to be handcuffed."). 2003] THE COLOR OF CRIME 681 adult, 114 to increase charges, 115 to plea bargain, 116 to convict, 117 to determine sentence length, 118 or ultimately whether to apply the death penalty or not. 119 Each step in the criminal process increases the discriminatory effect, as well as the perceived image of minorities as disproportionately criminal, thereby recreating the self-fulfilling prophecy. Ordinarily, because the white community remains unaffected by this abuse of discretion, they choose to ignore it. 120 Evaluating the burdens created by possible discriminatory effects of a race-based physical descriptor requires acknowledgement and understanding of racial discrimination in other parts of the criminal justice system. If racism had been purged from the rest of the criminal justice system, the dangers involved in the use of race as a suspect descriptor-the increased risk of a Black man being mistakenly seized or arrested-would be less significant. However, given the impact discretion has on African Americans once they enter the criminal justice system, any initial risk of error is magnified. Additionally, the existence of a predominantly white engages in the same acts," and makes it more likely that acts will be prosecuted as criminal when committed by a Black person).
114. Shaw, supra note 94, at 217 (citing Los Angeles study showing that "minority R youth are more than twice as likely as their White counterparts to be transferred out of California's Juvenile Justice System and tried as adults" police force also introduces cross-racial identification problems into preliminary police procedures such as photo arrays and suspect lineups. 121 One would hope that a white defendant would receive full and fair access to all of the checks and balances of the United States' judicial system, would be treated justly in accordance with the crime committed, and presumably would be found innocent if warranted by the situation. 122 For a Black defendant, on the other hand, once the wheels of justice begin moving, they have a tendency to grind against him. Under these circumstances, it becomes even more important that the initial steps of the investigatory process are weighted in order to identify suspects most accurately. Once declared a suspect, a Black defendant will find it more difficult to prove innocence than a white defendant will. 123 
III. LOOKING FOR ALTERNATIVES BEYOND RACE
Despite the potential harms of using race as a physical descriptor, the search for an alternative can seem an insurmountable task. Any critique of racial categorization must acknowledge Judge Walker's assertion that "it is a fact of life in our diverse culture that race is used on a daily basis as a shorthand for physical appearance." 124 Disregarding individuals on the margin, where the average observer might confuse racial status, Black can still be an immensely useful categorization in limiting an applicable pool of suspects. 125 Nonetheless, it is possible to move away from 121. Gee, supra note 104, at 841-42 (discussing how own race bias creates R discrimination against Black suspect in photo arrays and suspect lineups by creating lineups and photo arrays where "members differ more from each other than is the case of same-race" scenarios).
122. Even with a white suspect, however, whether or not a suspect receives the full benefit of judicial fairness may ultimately depend on the class status of the defendant. See, e.g., Stephen B. 2003] THE COLOR OF CRIME 683 race as a descriptor, and to attempt instead to impose skin tone as a means of identifying suspects. Looking at international contexts can also provide insight into different ways of examining race. 126 In one study in Brazil, Brazilians in Bahia came up with forty different racial terms to describe a collection of portraits. 127 Other countries utilize a number of common terms to distinguish gradations of color. 128 These sources should be further explored as part of an attempt to replace the use of racial designations in the United States.
As an alternative to racial descriptors, this Note proposes development of a Universal Color Complexion Chart. Such a chart would consist of ten to twenty skin tones covering the spectrum of human coloring, with a swatch for each color, in a manner similar to a paint chart. The skin tones could also be keyed to number designates (i.e., one to twenty) so as to be useful when presented solely orally. As part of their preliminary training, law enforcement officers would be instructed in use of the chart and familiarized with the skin tones presented. The officer would then carry the color chart around with her as another piece of standard equipment. 129 When the situation called for a physical description, the officer could quickly consult the chart and pick the most accurate designation. If gathering information from bystanders, the officer would allow the eyewitness to pick from the color chart. As all law enforcement members would have access to the chart, officers could call in a physical description accompanied by the appropriate number designate. Unlike racial descriptors, the number designate would not depend on an individual's personal belief of race, could be easily conveyed to countless others without any decrease in accuracy, and would create greater conformity in suspect descriptions as a whole. The officer who received a suspect description over the radio could quickly consult his personal color chart and instantly know what he was looking for, instead of having to worry that his conception of Black or Latino might be different from that of the previous officer.
No matter how well a universal color complexion chart is constructed, the number of boxes available is finite and individuals will always end up falling among or between shades. Additionally, given the statistics on race in the census, which was dropped by the Canadians in 1951 as a symbol of racism, serves an important basis of allocating resources, monitoring voter registration, and enabling affirmative action. Wright, supra note 31, at 50. Racial categories can also be R important as a source of pride, identity, and community. unreliability of eyewitness testimony, 130 a suspect who, if examined closely might most accurately be a six, could be recorded as a five. Alternatively, if the sighting had been brief or in difficult lighting, a witness might not be able to pick one number designate, but could only narrow down the description to, for example, a four to ten spread. Use of the chart would incorporate an understanding that a suspect might be a five/ six instead of simply a five, or that if the record said four, the police would look for persons designated three to five, or possibly for all twos to sevens. The chart would provide flexibility for the police to note as much as they or eyewitnesses know; this would allow them to be as accurate as possible, but also to collect information that is more general when nothing else is available. While these designations may insert a certain degree of uncertainty into the process of physical description-a witness may be less comfortable saying five than simply saying Black-such ambiguity highlights the fact that race can be uncertain, and that police officers need to be aware that racial designations are not always correct. The system also emphasizes the connection of persons with similar skin tones despite their differing racial designates: Using the color chart, it is no longer an impossibility that "[i]n pursuing a light skinned black assailant [an] officer [would] be more likely to stop a swarthy white man than a brown skinned black man." 131 Use of the color chart as opposed to conventional racial classifications could also create confusion by broadening the class of applicable suspects. For example, in the case of a dark-skinned Latino man, use of number designates would create a suspect description that would cover both Black and Latino populations. Instead of limiting police discretion to indiscriminately stop African Americans, this would now allow the police to stop a Black man based on the suspect description, when under the current regime only Latino men would have been covered. 132 In these circumstances, however, not all Black men would be covered by the suspect descriptions, but only those whose number designate is similar enough to the original description given. In cases where a suspect could be of more than one race, the law enforcement officers should be looking for a person that falls under both groups, not unfairly focusing on one segment of the population. 133 134 Moreover, the use of number designates in place of conventional racial designations highlights the uncertainty in racial identification. Eyewitness testimony is notoriously unreliable 135 and this unreliability extends to an eyewitness's ability to racially categorize. 136 Use of the universal complexion chart would not lock the police into a potentially erroneous racial categorization. Such a system would likely be awkward at first, as any new system always is. However, once law enforcement becomes familiarized with use of the color complexion chart, the chart would make their work more accurate and efficient. 137 The chart would allow greater precision in creating suspect descriptions. A more precise suspect description would enable greater precision in investigative work and in the creation of photo arrays and lineups. In turn, enhanced accuracy would increase the legitimacy of law enforcement work, which would improve interactions with the community and ultimately result in more efficient policing. 138 In addition to increased accuracy, an appearance of less discriminatory behavior would also encourage development of a better relationship between the police and minority communities. Currently, there is a feeling among Black communities that Black men can be stopped indiscrimicategory because victims cannot distinguish between Americans of African descent and other visible minorities"); supra note 104. COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW [Vol. 103:662 nately by the police. 139 This belief engenders great hostility towards the police, making their job more difficult, and even more dangerous. 140 As the Second Circuit has noted, "[t]he effectiveness of a city's police department depends importantly on the respect and trust of the community and on the perception in the community that it enforces the law fairly, even-handedly, and without bias." 141 As more districts incorporate community policing techniques, this phenomenon becomes even more important. 142 Greater faith in the criminal justice system could also lead to diminished crime, which would benefit both police and civilians. 143 Belief that the criminal justice system functions in a discriminatory manner serves to undermine the system's legitimacy, which in turn undercuts the coercive power of its laws. 144 Given that African Americans are disproportionately victims of crime, 145 both the police and African American communities have an even greater incentive to encourage trust and corporation. However, institutionalizing finer skin tone distinctions may have its own price, if such a system imposes a special stigma on darker-skinned African Americans, a group traditionally subject to the heaviest impact of racism. 146 In the same way that racial discrimination has resulted in neg-139. See, e.g., Bain, supra note 74, at 43 ("Black people from all walks of life can have R little security in a nation where police officers are free to grab Black bodies off the street at random and do with them whatever they please.").
140. Russell, supra note 3, at 609-10 (discussing increased aggression and crime that Members of the minority will be less likely to report crimes, to offer testimony as witnesses, and to rely on the police for their protection. When the police make arrests in that community, its members are likely to assume that the arrests are a product of bias, rather than well-founded, protective law enforcement. And the department's ability to recruit and train personnel from that community will be damaged. 147 As Professor Baynes has noted, even if race becomes immaterial, "color will still be a problem because darkness casts a longer discriminatory shadow than lightness." 148 The negative connotations associated with darkness may result in an eyewitness bias towards choosing a darker box on the color chart. 149 Unless executed carefully, the color chart proposal could potentially shift discrimination onto this subgroup of the Black population, ultimately reducing the amount of injustice falling on African Americans as a whole by instead concentrating greater injustice in less politically powerful groups, i.e., darker-skinned groups. These possible repercussions would need to be explored further before any potential implementation.
CONCLUSION
The certitude with which rigid concepts of race continue to be used in law enforcement-particularly in the context of a physical identifier used for suspect descriptions and racial profiling-seems untenable in the face of changes in other areas. The use of race in law enforcement is allowed because of its practical value for identifying a suspect, but given the inherent ambiguities of racial classification, that value is limited. Nonetheless, challenges to such racial practices have not incorporated critiques of the concept of race as a useful indicator of appearance. 150 The emergence of multiracial identity, which suggests that race is not as clear as previously accepted, 151 provides one point of departure for this critique. While the United States' populations have always been racially mixed, the 2000 census was a crucial moment of state recognition that race is potentially indeterminate. 152 While antidiscrimination law and behavioral qualities to those with dark skin color, of whatever race. When the darkskinned person is black, this tendency is often greatly exaggerated." (citations omitted)); Verna M. Keith & Cedric Herring, Skin Tone and Stratification in the Black Community, 97 Am. J. of Soc. 760, 760-77 (1991) (describing historical stigma against darker-skinned African Americans and analyzing more recent sociological data to suggest that skin tone continues to "influence who gets what in America"). This colorism also applies to darkerskinned Latinos. Leonard other fields have recognized some of the difficulties inherent in determining race, the criminal legal system has not questioned its substantive use of race in the same way.
In the aftermath of Oneonta, one editorialist argued, "I wouldn't have expected the police in Oneonta to ignore the sliver of a description they had. But it was amateurish to go from that sliver to turning the town's black male population into a company of humiliated (and I dare say frightened) suspects." 153 Similarly, this Note does not call upon the police to disregard valuable evidence, but rather to attempt to gather and use such information in a way that will lessen any possible discriminatory impact. The proposed color complexion chart would allow the police to continue to collect the necessary information to create suspect descriptions.
More precise suspect descriptions with less discriminatory impact would ultimately benefit everyone by decreasing the detention of innocent people and increasing conviction of culpable parties. Everyone affected by the criminal justice system, including the general public, would profit from increased accuracy in our law enforcement apparatus. Moreover, without interfering with law enforcement, this system bolsters the legitimacy of the police and fosters improved relationships between minority communities and the police. Furthermore, even if this policy would limit the police's ability to pursue investigations in a way that reduces police efficiency, such actions would be justified as a means of encouraging antidiscriminatory policies. Ultimately, if we are to hope for a just judicial system, we must work to promote just police work wherever and whenever possible.
153. Raspberry, Breathing While Black, supra note 123, at A27.
